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The setup and the execution of the electroacoustic part
of this work requires a Computer Music Designer (Max expert).
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Work related information

Performance details

April 22, 2005, Allemagne, festival de Witten

Publisher : Ricordi

Detailed staff

trombone

Realisation

Serge Lemouton

Useful links on Brahms

I will not kiss your f.ing flag for trombone and chamber electronics (2005), 22mn
Marco Stroppa
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https://brahms.ircam.fr/en/works/work/19794/
https://brahms.ircam.fr/en/composers/composer/3074/


Version related information

First performance
Performance date: April 21, 2005
Documentation date: April 22, 2005
Version state: valid, validation date : May 3, 2018, update : May 6, 2021, 3:10 p.m.

Documentalist

You noticed a mistake in this documentation or you were really happy to use it? Send us feedback!

Realisation

Serge Lemouton (Computer Music Designer)
Jérémie Henrot (Sound engineer)

Version length: 20 mn 
Default work length: 22 mn

Other version(s)

Marco Stroppa - I will not kiss your f.ing flag - Max5-2012 (Nov. 6, 2012)
Marco Stroppa - I will not kiss your f.ing flag - transfert_mustica_ftp (April 14, 2010)
Marco Stroppa - I will not kiss your f.ing flag - ateliers-lucerne (Sept. 8, 2009)
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https://brahms.ircam.fr/sidney/work/626/
https://brahms.ircam.fr/sidney/work/241/
https://brahms.ircam.fr/sidney/work/144/


Electronic equipment list

Computer Music Equipment

1 Macintosh Powerbook - Apple Laptops (Apple) 
CPU clock:1,5Ghz
1 Hammerfall Multiface - Sound Board (RME) 
1 BCF 2000 - MIDI Mixer (Behringer) 

Audio Equipment

1 DPA 4060 - Condenser Microphones (DPA) 
micro omni, static
2 AKG 414 - Condenser Microphones (AKG) 
micro omni, static
2 AKG C535 EB - Condenser Microphones (AKG) 
micro cardio, static
1 Schertler Harp - Contact Microphones (Schertler) 
1 DM2000 - Digital Mixers (Yamaha) 
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Files

File Type Author(s) Comment

Creation/fucking_flag.dmg Patch
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https://brahms.ircam.fr/sidney/media/uploads/stroppa-marco/i-will-not-kiss-your-fing-flag/2005-04-22/creation/fucking_flag.dmg


Instructions

Install - Installation

If you have the CD-Rom, copy the content of the CD-Rom in a own folder of yout hard drive disk

If you have download the image file (.DMG), mount it and go to the created volume.

Software setup - MAX Setup

1. Set MAX File Preferences to the lib and Snd folder (this will give you an access to the library and soundfiles)

2. DSP Status : I/O Vector Size 512; Signal Vector Size : 64

3. Max Scheduler NOT in overdrive; Scheduler NOT in audio interrupt

Patch presentation - Presentation of the Main Patch

During the rehearsals, use the next/locate menu to prepare the next event.

Main patch
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Initialization - To Start

Put the dsp on.

Initialize section1 with the Menu s section.

Stage setup diagram - Stage Setup (Mikes and Stand)

Stage setup (mikes and stand)

Details - Simulation

To test the patch

There is a recording of the solo trombone part to test the patch : Snd/Simulations/fuckingfilage3.aif.

Open the simulation patcher.

© IRCAM 
This documentation is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


Program note

Third work of a cycle exploring the concept of "chamber electronics", this work follows Auras (percussion) and little i (flute). The aim of
"chamber electronics", a term of my invention, is to create a sort of intimate relationship between a solo instrument and another invisible
presence, the instrument’s imaginary partners.

A great deal of research was pursued at IRCAM to realise an augmented trombone : through a laser, the position of the slide can be
detected and sent to a computer. Hence, the instrument can control various aspects of the electronics by simply moving the slide, even
without playing.

As in the other pieces of the cycle, a specific care was taken to design the space within which both the performer and the electronics
evolve. The trombonist stands in six different positions, sometimes turning his back to the audience. At the end of the piece, one tube is
also taken away, allowing for a double projection, in front and behind the instrument.

The electronics uses three front channels and generates a space around them thanks to the “spat”, special software designed at IRCAM
by the team of Olivier Warusfel. Different sorts of patterns are hence generated : echoes, multiplication, bi-dimensional movements (left-
right) combined with three-dimensional figures evolving in several layers of depth, separation of the visible source, the trombone, from
the “sound” source, that is where its sound comes out from, tunnel effects (in the centre, front-rear), and so on.

The role of the electronics is multifarious : as a chamber-music partner it generates an independent material coming from either synthesis
techniques or processed trombone sounds, controlled by a special system (called Chroma) that Serge Lemouton and I have been
designing for several years. This system is running in the computer-assisted compositional environment Open Music, developed at
IRCAM by Carlos Agon and Gérard Assayag. The control of the space from Open Music to the spat was realised by Gilbert Nouno.

The musical architecture of the work, divided into six sections, closely follows the placement of the performer on the stage. The
material, for both the trombone and the electronics, consists of several models coming from the ethnomusicological tradition,
transformed in such a way that they are no longer directly perceptible, such as the trumps of the Wayapy of French Guyana or Central
Africa Pigmy, or a gipsy Serbian brass band.

Many researchers were involved in the realisation of this work. I wish to thank all of them, as well as the IRCAM Production team, for
the opportunity I was given to test and implement the musical ideas set forth during the composition.

The title comes from a line of a very famous poem of E. E.Cummings (“i sing of Olaf glad and big”), the thirtieth in the collection W
[ViVa] written in 1931. This line was censored when the poem was first published (hence: “f.ing”). As Richard S. Kennedy pointed out,
“it is an antiwar poem that is thematically connected with Cummings’ hostility toward government and authority. The poem is the story
of the torture, imprisonment, and death of a conscientious objector during the Great War”, but it could have also taken place nowadays,
for instance, at Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo or Facility 1391.

Part of its icy irony is brought about by Cummings’ having used an irregularly rhymed tetrameter doggerel for such a terrible story. I
used the same technique in the fast sections of the piece, and particularly in the fourth movement, where the hand of the performer acting
on the waa-waa mute is trying to “recite” the poem itself.

There is a double reason for using this: the first one is musical, since many aspects of the poem, especially its rhythmical structure, were
used in the preparation of the musical material. The second is political: "in the current world plagued by widespread hostilities, I wanted
to "fling" out the protest of a respected citizen and famous poet of the United States, the country whose present administration has been
and is the most atrocious warmonger the planet has ever known."

Marco Stroppa.

Version documentation creation date: None, update date: May 6, 2021, 3:10 p.m.
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